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It has often served the purpose ot" a political reservoir for
the ministerial favourites to which the Cabinet has, when-
ever a vacancy occurred, translated those persons who had
contributed to its party funds or were useful to it in several
other ways.* Bat it is the House of Representatives where
the chief measures are enacted and the real legislation
done. Therefore, if it is over intended to safeguard the
state rights it ought to be tried in the lower house where
tho real battle is fought, f
But at the time of federation the Senate was considered
by the smaller provinces their true guardian.   The debates
Mackay.   ' The Unreformcd Semite of Canada,' p. 191,
" While the work of revision is not usually strenuous, and  even old
men may perform this  duty admirably, the presence u£ so many old men
and the absence of young ones, together with   the high average age, is a
serious psychological dofeet."   Ibid.
" If a bill for social or moral reform is rejected the Senate is attacked
from end to end of the country by impatient reformers and condemned as
an immoral, reactionary, and autocratic body	Of late years it has
become the fashion to attack tho Senate as the foe of public ownership
because it has interfered with several bills for the construction o£ railways
by the Dominion. The Senate as a 'Home for the Aged,' as a refuse for old
warriors and as a means of rewarding contributors to the party war
chest, is the continual butt of newspaper wits. And yet, for all its
unpopularity, the Senate continues on its dignified way, little changed
from what it was half a century ago," Ibid p, 1.
*Mr, G-oldwin Smith wrote in the 'The Bystander* (Toronto) 1883.
" The Senate is a bribery fund in the hands of the Government, and
paddock for the 'Old Wheel Horse1 of the party, nor, on its present footing,
will it be anything else	A Minister cannot help himself, the goods
in the shape of party services and expenditures on elections have been deli-
vered, and he is compelled to pay.1 Quoted, Idicl p. 173.
f "It is on the floor of the Commons that the part of the political
drama which the public sees is played. It is there that the never-ending
battle between the 'Ins' and the 'Outs' goes on. The whole romance of politics
during the interval between the elections centres in the Commons. The
Senate on the other hand, is but the ante-room to the political stage. In
the Commons, too, all party measures are introduced; by the time these
reach the Senate the jpublic is surfeited and gladly turns to fresh matters
of interest^Moreover tha purse strings are held in the Commons," Ibid. p. 73,

